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We show that cyclic quantum evolution can be realized and the Aharonov-Anandan (AA)

geometric phase can be determined for any spin-j system driven by periodic fields. Two methods

are extended for the study of this problem: the generalized spin-coherent-state technique and the

Floquet quasienergy approach. Using the former approach, we have developed a generalized

Bloch-sphere model and presented a SU(2) Lie-group formulation of the AA geometric phase in the

spin-coherent state. We show that the AA phase is equal to j times the solid angle enclosed by the

trajectory traced out by the tip of a generalized Bloch vector. General analytic formulas are ob-

tained for the Bloch vector trajectory and the AA geometric phase in terms of external physical pa-

rameters. In addition to these findings, we have also approached the same problem from an alterna-

tive but complementary point of view without recourse to the concept of coherent-state terminolo-

gy. Here we first determine the Floquet quasienergy eigenvalues and eigenvectors for the spin-j sys-

tem driven by periodic fields. This in turn allows the construction of the time-evolution propagator,
the total wave function, and the AA geometric phase in a more general fashion.

I. INTRODUCTION

Considerable interest has been generated by the recent
discovery by Berry' regarding the geometrical phase fac-
tor associated with the adiabatic transport of a quantum
system around a closed circuit in some parameter space.
In addition to the "normal" dynamical phase

aD= —— t t t dt,

a geometric phase factor PG(C), now known as the
Berry's phase, evolves during the cyclic evolution, which
depends only upon the geometry of the circuit C. Several
experiments have already been reported that demonstrate
the effects of this phase. These include observations on
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), photons, neu-
trons, nuclear spins, molecular energy levels, and elec-
trons, etc. More recently, Aharonov and Anandan
(AA) have introduced a new cyclic quantum phase that is
a gauge-invariant generalization of the Berry phase
without recourse to adiabaticity. The AA phase is a
more general concept' and is associated with the evolu-
tion of any cyclic state, i.e., a quantum state ~P(t) ) which
returns to itself, apart from a phase factor, after some
time T:

~ g( T}) =exp(i+ }
~ g(0) ), where 4 (total

phase) =aD (dynamical phase)+pG (geometric phase).
The AA geometric phase pG is related to an holonomy
associated with parallel transport around the circuit in
projective Hilbert space. The importance of the AA for-
mulation is that it applies whether or not the Hamiltoni-
an H{t) is cyclic or adiabatic. The AA geometric phase
only depends upon the cyclic evolution of the system.
This establishes a simple connection of the geometric
phase to the Aharonov-Bohm effect" which does not in-
voke the adiabiticity of the circuit. The AA phase has
also been recently detected experimentally by means of
NMR interferometry. '

In this paper we consider the Aharonov-Anandan
geometric phases for the cyclic quantum evolution of any
spin j driven by periodic fields. We note that while
Berry's phase for spin motion has been extensively stud-
ied, " to our knowledge, the current work is the first
general and extensive treatment of AA phases in the cy-
clic quantum evolution of any spin j system. In general,
for any N-level system [subject to SU(N) dynamical sym-
metry], the cyclic evolution of the quantum state P(t} is
difficult to realize if N 3 since there are N —1 degrees
of freedom in the Hilbert space. However, we shall show
that for the spin-j system, it is feasible to satisfy the cy-
clic condition and that the AA phase can be measured ex-
perimentally. Two methods will be presented for the
treatment of this problem: the generalized coherent-state
technique' and the Floquet quasienergy approach. '

In Sec. II, we review brielly the SU(2) Lie-group prop-
erties of the spin-coherent states. We have chosen a
coordinate system somewhat diFerent from that of
Perelomov' so that our results can be easily extended to
both NMR and quantum optics. In Sec. III, we present a
Lie-group formulation of the AA geometric phase in the
spin-coherent state. We show that the AA phase is equal
to j times the solid angle enclosed by the trajectory
traced out by the tip of a generalI'zed Bloch vector. Gen-
eral analytic formulas are presented for the geometric
phases in terms of external physical parameters. In Sec.
IV, we present an alternative approach, the Floquet
quasienergy formalism, for the study of AA geometric
phases in spin systems driven by periodic fields. Here we
first determine the quasienergy eigenvalues and eigenvec-
tors of the spin-j systems. This allows the construction of
the time-evolution operator, the total wave function, and
then the AA geometric phases in a general fashion
without recourse to the concept of coherent-state
language. Finally, we present a conclusion and outlook
in Sec. V.
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II. SU(2) SPIN-COHERENT STATES rotations

The quantum evolution of a particle with spin j and
magnetic moment p in a variable magnetic field
B(t)=(B (t),B (t),B,(t)) is governed by the time-
dependent Schrodinger equation (fi= I )

In & =exp[i(m/2 —$)J, ]exp[ i—(vr 8—)J, ]

X exp[ i—(~/2 $—)J, ] I no &

=exp[lrJ+ Ir J—]lnp&

(Sa)

(8b)

t—lg(t) & =H(t)lti(t) & .
dt

Here 8(t) is the Hamiltonian

8(t)= —p B(t)= (plj—)J B,
lg&—:In& =exp((J+ )exp(rtJo)exp(g'J )Ij, J &

w~ere

(9)

where x=[(m —8)/2]e '~. Using the Gaussian decom-
position method, ' Eq. (Sb) can be rewritten as

and J= (J„,J~,J, ) is the spin angular momentum opera-
tor with J; corresponding to the operator of infinitesimal
rotation around the ith axis (i =x,y, z). It is known that
the spin motion can be described by the SU(2) group, ' as
the Hamiltonian, Eq. (2), contains only the generators of
the SU(2) group

and

g =K sin
I
&

I I( I
a'I cos I

&
I ) =cot( 8/2)e

rt=ln(1+ lg'I ),
(10a)

(lob)

(10c)
H(t) =i [a(t)J+ —a'(t)J ib(t)—Jo),

where

a(t)=i(p/2j )[B„(t) iB~(t)]-,
b(t) = —(p/j)B, (t),

(3)

(4a)

(4b)

Equations (9) and (10) show that the coherent state Ig & or
In& may be parametrized by a complex number g. Sub-
stituting Eq. (10b) into Eq. (9), we get

I g & =( I+
I g I') 'exp(4'J+ )

Ij, —j & (1 la)

A A A A
and the infinitesimal operators J+ =J„+iJ,Jo=J, obey
the commutation relations m = J

c (g)lj, m &, (1 lb)

[Jo J+]=+J+ [J J+ ]= 2Jo

Any unitary irreducible representation T(g) of the group
SU(2) is given by a non-negative integer or half-integer j:
T(g)=T~(g) with dimension (2j+1). The representation
space vectors j~, m & are eigenvectors of the operators Jp
and J (=J„+J+J, ),

Jolj, m &=mlj, m &,

J jI, m &=j (j +1)lj,m &

(m= —j,—j+l, . . . , j) .

(6a)

(6b)

The time evolution in Eq. (1) can be solved most ex-
pediently by the use of spin-coherent-state (CS) terminol-
ogy. ' If a vector jI, m & is taken as the fundamental vec-
tor

I Po &, the coherent state is determined by a unit vector
n = ( sin8 cosP, sin8 sing, cos8):

ln& =D(n)11i'o&=T'(g„)go& .

That is, the coherent state n & corresponds to a point of
the two-dimensional sphere S =SO(3)/SO(2) =SU(2)/
U(1) with unit radius. In principle, any vector j,m &

with arbitrary m can be considered as the fundamental
vector I bio &. In practice, only the vectors

I j,+j & give
rise to the minimum dispersion for the Casimir operator
J . Thus the spin-coherent states determined by
lgo&=lj, +j& are the closest to the classical states. In
the following we shall choose the ground state

Ij, —j & as
the fundamental vector Ifo& corresponding to the south
pole point no=(0, 0, —1) in the two-dimensional sphere.

Figure 1 shows the relation between n and no. The
coherent state In & is related to lno & by three successive

FIG. 1. Generalized Bloch sphere model for any spin j. Each
point n=(siugcosg, sin8sing, cos8) on the (umt radius) Bloch
sphere represents a spin-coherent state. The unit vector no
(south pole) represents the fundamental vector I1(o) = Ij, —j).
Also shown here is the mapping of a three-dimensional unit vec-
tor n to a point g (complex parameter) in the xy plane.
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with

C (g)= (2j)I
(J+m )I(j —m )}

1/2

(1 lc)

and

(24)

Figure 1 shows the mapping of a three-dimensional unit
vector n to the parameter ( in the xy plane, defined by
Eq. (10a).

Equation (24) can be obtained directly by difFerentiating
Eq. (11) with respect to time. Substituting Eq. (3) into
Eq. (17} and using Eqs. (22}—(24), we obtain the follow-
ing equations of motion for the parameters g(t) and f (t):

III. AA GEOMETRIC PHASES
IN SPIN-COHERENT STATES

A. Equation of motion for spin-coherent states
under cyclic evolution

and

f(t}=a(t) +a '(t)g'(t) ib(-t)g(t)

if (t—) =j[ a(t—)g'(t)+ a "(t)g(t) ib(—t) ] .

(25)

(26)

Under a cyclic quantum evolution,

Ig(t+T}&=e"lq(t) &

and

p(t+ T }=p(t),

(12)

(13)

Hence the quantum time-evolution problem now reduces
to the solution of simpler classical time evolution of g(t)
and f (t). Note that Eq. (25) has the form of a Ricatti
equation.

B. AA geometric phase and solid angle theorem

pat)=lq(t) &&l((t)l . (14)

To evaluate 4, we follow the procedure of Aharonov and
Anandan by setting

where 4 is the total phase associated with the cyclic evo-
lution of Il((t) & and p is the density-matrix operator

We can now proceed to evaluate the AA geometric
phase Pa. From Eqs. (21) and (24), we have

p, =i f &ply&dt

=~ f ~, —(1+1&i')+(&pl&+lg& «.
o 1+ Igl dt

(15)
Using the group property of the SU(2) coherent states,

I g( t+ T ) &
=

I g( t) & (16)

Substituting Eq. (15) into the Schrodinger equation, Eq.
(1), we obtain the equations of motion for Ig(t) & and f (t)

where f (t) is an arbitrary function satisfying
f (t + T} f(t)=4, a—nd

1+ g

and noticing lg(0)l = lg(T)l, we find

(27)

(28)

i—lg(t) & =[@(t)+f]lg(t) &

and

. 8
dt at

= t i—t)
—(tP~t) .

From Eq. (18), we find

+=aD+pa
where the dynamical phase

a = —f &qIBI&&dt

and the AA geometric phase

(17)

(18)

(19)

(20)

where we have set (=g, +i(2 The in.tegral can be evalu-
ated explicitly by using Eq. (10a), yielding [to mod(2~)]

Pa= —jf (1—cos8)dg, (29)

where C is the closed loop traced by the vector n(t).
Equation (29) is a main result of this paper which states
that the AA geometric phase pq for spin-j systems with
Hamiltonians of the form —B J [Eq. (2)] is equal to j
times the solid angle Q(C)= 1 (1—cos8)dg enclosed by
the trajectory n(t). For the special case j=—,', Eq. (29)
reduces to the known result. '

C. Solution of the Ricatti equation
and the AA geometric phase for the case

of rotating magnetic Seld

pG=f g i gdt —.T a
o Bt

(21)

lg&=g '(j+J, )lg&, (22)

(23)

Before proceeding with the evaluation of the phases,
we note the following relevant formulas for spin-coherent
states

g(t) =—

yielding

X

a*x
1 1nx,

g~ dt

We now consider the solution of the Ricatti equation,
Eq. (25}, for the trajectory of the complex coherent-state
parameter g(t). Equation (25) can be linearized by substi-
tuting
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X= A (t) (30)

X+(ib —a'/a')x+ ~a ~
x =0 .

Introducing the variable y=x, we obtain a set of two
first-order coupled differential equations

0 1 X

—~a
~

(i—b —a*/a') 3'

An important class of problems of particular interest to
NMR experiments and quantum optics involves periodi-
cally driven fields where A (t) is periodic in time. Floquet
theory' can be invoked to facilitate the study of Eq. (30).
Here we shall consider only the special but important
case of rotating magnetic field B=(Bcosset, B singlet, Bo),
where g(t) can be solved in closed form. In this case,
a =I'aoe ' ', ao=pB/2j, b= —pBo/j, and A is time in-
dependent:

A= —a 0 i (tv—o to)—

with mo=b. We find
T

iaosin(Qt /2) —go[( —Q/2)cos(Qt /2)+i(b /2)sin(Qt /2)]
(t)=

(Q/2)cos(Qt /2)+i(h/2)sin(Qt /2)+iaogosin(Qt /2)
I ccPEe (31)

with the initial condition g(0)=go. Here Q is the Rabi
frequency and 6 the detuning

Q=(b, +4ao)', b, =F00—co . (32}

g&(t)=g(t)e' '. (33)

Thus gs(t) is a periodic function of time with period T,
and the coherent state ~g (ttt+T)) is guaranteed to re-
turn to ~gz (t) ) in the rotating frame.

We can now proceed to evaluate the AA geometric
phase. We shall first choose the initial state of the system
starting from the ground state

~ j, —j ) or, equivalently,
from the south pole no =(0,0, —1 ) in the CS sphere. In
this case, $0=0 and

ia o sin( Qt /2 )
s(t)= (34)

(Q/2)cos(Qt /2)+i(b, /2)sin(Qt /2)

Substituting Eqs. (34) and (10a) into Eq. (29) and per-
forming the inte ration using the Riemann-Stieljes in-
tegral technique, ' we arrive at the AA geometric phase

Equation (31) is the trajectory of g(t) in the laboratory
frame. One sees that after the period T=2n/Q, the pa-
rameter g(t) returns to the initial point go apart from the
phase e ' . This phase factor can be eliminated by
transforming the equation of motion into the so-called ro-
tating frame [i.e., the frame rotating with the magnetic
field B(t}].The result is

D. Generalized Bloch vector model

and the AA geometric phase

Consider again the Ricatti equation, Eq. (25). Using
the relation between the parameter g and (8,$}defined in

Eq. (10a), we can derive the following equations of
motion for 8(t) and P(t):

8=2(Ima )sing —2(Rea )cosP,

P =b +2( Ima )cosP cot8+ 2( Rea )sing cot8 .

(36a}

(36b)

From these, we find the equation of motion for the unit
vector n = (sin8 cosP, sin8 sing, cos8):

n(t) =Q(t) Xn(t), (37)

n=(u, v, w),
where

(38)

where Q=( —2Ima, 2Rea, b).—This equation is identi-
cal in form to the celebrated Bloch vector model for the
spin —

—,
' system. ' Equation (37), valid for any spin j, can

thus be considered as the generalized Bloch vector model.
The unit vector n can thus be identified as the generalized
Bloch vector whose tip traces out a trajectory on the sur-
face of the generalized Bloch sphere. Each point on the
sphere represents a spin-coherent state. Similar to the
spin —

—,
' case, the generalized Bloch vector for spin j con-

tains three components

pG = —2~j(1+9 /Q), (35)
u,( t) =Tr[p( t)J„]=sin8 cosP, (39a)

expressed directly in terms of the experimental parame-
ters b, and Q. For the case j=

—,', Eq. (35) reduces to the
known result we have obtained earlier. '

For the initial state starting from an arbitrary
point on the (coherent-state) unit sphere no= (sin80cosgo, sin80singo, cos80) corresponding to the
mapping point go=cot(80/2)exp( iPo) in th—e xy plane,
the above procedure is tedious to perform. We shall in-
stead pursue a different route using the generalized Bloch
vector model described in Sec. IID. The procedure is
more elegant and direct.

v(t) =Tr[p(t)J ]=sin8sing,

w(t) =Tr[p(t)J, ]=cos8,
with

(39b)

(39c)

u (t)+v (t)+w (t)=1 . (39d)

To achieve a cyclic evolution for the spin-coherent
state

~
n ) —=

~ g }, we need to consider the equation of
motion in the rotating frame defined by the transforrna-
tion
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cosset sincot 0
R = —sinmt cosset 0 (40)

larized magnetic field in the x direction, as in typical
NMR experiments. ' Thus

0 0 1

The result is

~ =OR Xn~,

where

n, =nR',

(41)

(42a)

B( t) =(B cosset, 0,B, ) .

The Hamiltonian, Eq. (2), now reads

H(t) =cooJ, +4coiJ„coscot,

where

co = pB,—/j, co, = —
p,B„/4j.

(46)

(47)

(48)

Qq =( —2a0, 0, b ), (42b)

and Eq. (41) can be solved in closed form for nii (t). Note
that nii(t+T)=nit (t) and n2i traces out a closed loop
after an interval T=2n/Q, where Q= lQ& l=(b,
+4ao)' . Equation (41) provides a classical precession
picture for the motion of n2i(t). Thus, starting from an
initial point on the generalized Bloch sphere

and co is the frequency of the driving field. In the case of
the rotating magnetic field B=(Bcosset, B singlet, BO), Qa
becomes time independent

As the Hamiltonian H(t)=H(t+2ir/co} is periodic in

time, the time-dependent Schrodinger equation, Eq. (1),
can be transformed into an equivalent time-independent
infinite-dimensional Floquet Hamiltonian eigenvalue
analysis. " We first introduce the Floquet state basis

ljm;p, ) = ljm )I31 le), where ljm ) are the (unperturbed)
spin eigenfunctions (m = —j, —j+1, . . . , j) and lp) are
the Fourier vectors (@=0,+I,+2, . . . ) such that
(tip, ) =exp(ii2~t}. In terms of the basis ljm;p), the
time-independent Floquet Hamiltonian H& has the fol-

lowing matrix form:

nii (0 ) = ( sin80cospo, sin80sinpo, cos80), (43) (j m;i2lHF l
jn'v)

y =cos '[Qii n„(0)/l Q„l ] . (44)

The AA geometric phase can now be readily obtained
from Eq. (29),

PG = 2irj (1—c—osy) . (45a)

Substituting Eqs. (42) and (43) into Eq. (44), we have the
general formula

the vector nii(t) precesses around the fixed vector QR in

time with the angle y between n(t) and Qii being held
constant:

= ( n coo+ vcr )5 „5„,+2'�~(j,m; p l J, jln; v )

(49)X(5„,,+,+5„,),
where }t2 and v are Fourier indices (

—co to + oo). The
procedure is to solve the time-independent eigenproblem

(50)

(51a)

Here e'J', and le"'„)are, respectively, the quasienergy ei-

genvalues and eigenvectors, and they satisfy the following
periodicity relations:

2a osin80cosgo —5 cos80
G

= 2rrj 1+—
(g2+4 2 )1/2

(45b)
(jn, p+plcI&, '„+,). =(jn, ingle"', ) .

The time propagator can be constructed from

(51b)

For the special initial condition nii(0)=(0, 0, —1), the
south pole of the Bloch sphere, we have 80=m, and Eq.
(45b) reduces to the previous result, Eq. (35), obtained in
Sec. II C.

IV. GEOMETRIC PHASES IN SPIN SYSTEMS
DRIVEN BY PERIODIC FIELDS:

FLOQUET QUASIENERGY APPROACH

The quantum evolution of the spin-j system, Eq. (1),
can also be studied directly via the determination of the
time-evolution propagator U(t, to) without resorting to
the use of spin-CS concept. The time-propagator method
is more general and can also be applied to nonspin sys-
tems. In the case of periodically driven systems, Floquet
theories' can be extended for facilitating the solution of
the time-dependent Schrodinger equation. The method
and results presented in this section complement those
shown in Sec. III.

First consider the motion of a spin-j system under the
influence of a static magnetic field (llz) and a linearly po-

U(t, t )= g g le,„",, )exp[ is',„',(t—t )o], ( "s', ,
l

. —

(52)

In general, there is no closed-form solution for quasiener-

gy eigenvalues and eigenvectors. However, in the
rotating-wave approximation (RWA), an exact analytic
solution can be obtained for the spin-j problem. This ap-
proximation is equivalent to replacing the linearly polar-
ized magnetic field by a rotating field. The RWA is gen-
erally valid in NMR conditions where lb, /coo «1 and
leo~/co„&&1. (Analytical results can still be obtained
beyond the RWA limit using high-order nearly degen-
erate perturbation techniques. ' See Ref 17 for an exam-
ple of the treatment of the high-order multiphoton
geometric phase. The more accurate treatment of Flo-
quet eigenvectors will not, however, affect the geometric
phase formulation in general. ) In the RWA, we drop all
energy-nonconserving terms, and the infinite-dimensional
Floquet Hamiltonian reduces to block-diagonal RWA
Hamiltonians
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& jm;pl&RwAljn'v&

=(ncuo+vco)5 „5„„+co~[J+]„5„„
+coi[J ] „5„„+,, (53)

The quasienergy eigenfunctions, in the rotating frame of
coordinates, are

& =R(o,p, o)l jm &

or
with each block being (2j+ 1) by (2j+1) dimensional,
where

J

g d'~,'. (P)ljm &, (60)

[J+] „=[j(j+1)—n(n+I)]'~ 5 (54)

Only one block needs to be considered as all blocks give
the identical information. We shall choose the central
block defined by the set of Floquet state basis

m'= —J

where d'J' (p) are the rotation matrices. 2'

The total wave function for spin-j systems, in rotating
frames of coordinates and in RWA, can now be written
in closed-form solution

(lj —j 0& lj —j+1 —» lj j —2j&} lq, (r)&= y l..&&..ll((0)&e '"', (6la)
These are the set of nearly degenerate states coupled by
the magnetic dipole interaction. In principle, the
(2j+1)-dimensional RWA matrix so defined can be nu-

merically diagonalized. But this procedure does not lead
directly to analytic solutions. To achieve this goal, we
perform a rotation diagonalization analysis of the (time-
independent} RWA Hamiltonian

JCOI +6Jo +2' jJ» (55)

m= —j
or using Eq. (59),

J
lg a( )r&= e' ' g e ' "'ls &&a lg(0)& . (61b)

Equation (61b) shows that after a period T=2m. /0, the
system returns to ll(t~(0) & with an extra total overall
phase 4:

where 6=~0—co, and I is the identity operator. Notice

A possesses the common eigenfunctions as the opera-
tor =5J0+2Ng J and

lt('a(T) & =e "lpga(0) &, (62)

~Rwa lsm &

mls &=A,

(56a)
@=jcoT—2mj . (63)

The dynamical phase an is determined by [to mod(2n. )]

with Em =km jco.
To diagonalize f, a rotation in the xz plane is neces-

sary. Thus

P(0,p, o)-'AP(0, p, o)

T
D R RWA R

0
1

=j coT 2m g m—
l &&(0)ls &l, mod(2m) .

m= —j
(64)

= ( b, cosP+ 2', sinP) Jo+ (
—b, sinP+ 2',cosP }J„.

(57)

To put the right-hand side of Eq. (57) into diagonalized
form (in the

l jm & basis), the coeScient of the J„operator
must vanish

—6 sinP+2~~cosP=O .

This leads to

Finally, from Eqs. (63) and (64), we find the AA
geometric phase PG( =4—aD )

T

J
P = —2m j— g ml &P(0)ls &l

m = J

(65)

Equation (65) is one of the main results in this paper.
The expression is general in that there is no restriction on
the initial wave function lg(0) &. In the event that
l g(0) &

=
lj,—j &, Eq. (65) reduces to

and

tanp= 2'~~/b (58a) PG = 2vrj ( 1+cosP)—

= —2m.j(1+6, /0),

(66a)

(66b)

cosp=b, /(6 +4coi)'i =b, /0 . (58b)

=m(5 cosP+2co, sinP) =m ~I,

The eigenvalues of f in the ljm & basis can now be ob-
tained readily from Eq. (57),

which is identical to the result, Eq. (35), obtained from
the spin-coherent-state approach. Note that in deriving
Eq. (66a), use has been made of the relation

J
[d'~'. (P)]2= —j cosP .

from which the quasienergy eigenvalues of HRwA are
determined

As another example, if p(0) =
lj,j&, the result is

PG = —2m j(1—cosP) . (67)

c = —jco+mQ (m = —j, —j+1, . . . , j) . (59) This completes the study of the AA geometric phase.
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V. CONCLUSION

We have used two different approaches, the spin-
coherent state and the Floquet quasienergy approach, for
studying the feasibility of cyclic quantum evolution of
any spin-j system subject to periodic perturbation. We
have presented a detailed geometric picture of the spin
motion in terms of the generalized Bloch vector model.
Further, we have obtained general analytic formulas for
the AA geometric phase (directly in terms of external

physical parameters) that can be tested by future experi-
ments. We note that while our formalisms are presented
only for the spin-j system in terms of NMR terminology,
similar ideas and methods can be extended to the study of
cyclic evolution in quantum optics
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